
Communiation Protools for MathematialServies based on Kqml and OMRSAlessandro Armandoz, Mihael Kohlhasey, Silvio Ranisezy FR 6.2, Univ. Saarland, Germanykohlhase�ags.uni-sb.de z DIST, Universit�a di Genova, Italy{armando|silvio}�dist.unige.itAbstrat. In this paper we desribe the �rst ideas for formalizing a om-muniation protool for mathematial servies based on Kqml (KnowledgeQuery and Manipulation Language) and OMRS (Open Mehanized Rea-soning Systems). The laim is that the interation level of a ommuniationprotool for mathematial servies an be relatively generi (hene KqmlsuÆes), as long as the ontology of the omputational behavior and inter-nal state of the mathematial servies is suÆiently expressive and onise(whih we have in OMRS).The material presented in this paper is a �rst exploratory step towardsthe de�nition of the interation level in OMRS, supplies a onrete syntaxbased on the OpenMath standard, and gives a semantis to ommunia-tion of mathematial servies in distributed theorem proving and symboliomputation environments.1 IntrodutionIt is plausible to expet that the way we do (oneive, develop, ommu-niate about, and publish) mathematis will hange onsiderably in thenext ten years. The Internet plays an ever-inreasing role in our every-day life, and most of the mathematial ativities will be supported bymathematial software systems (we will all them mathematial servies)onneted by a ommonly aepted distribution arhiteture, whih we willall the mathematial software bus . We have argued for the need of suhan arhiteture in [13℄, and we have in the meantime gained experieneswith prototype systems (the MathWeb software bus [14℄ (MathWeb-SB) and the Logi Broker Arhiteture [5℄ systems); other groupshave onduted similar experiments [15, 10℄ based on other implementation1
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Figure 1. Arti�ial Communiation: Kqml and the OSI Referene Modeltehnologies, but with the same vision of reating a world wide web of o-operating mathematial servies. In order to avoid fragmentation, doubleinventions and to foster ease of aess it is neessary to de�ne interfaestandards for MathWeb.1 In [13℄, we have already proposed a protoolbased on the agent ommuniation language Kqml [12℄ and the emergingInternet standard OpenMath [8, 28℄ as a ontent language (see Figure 1).This layered arhiteture whih re�nes the unspei� \appliation layer" ofthe OSI protool stak is inspired by the results from agent-oriented pro-gramming [19, 18℄, and is based on the intuition, that all agents (not onlymathematial servies) should understand the agent ommuniation lan-guage, even if they do not understand the ontent language, whih is usedto transport the atual mathematial ontent. The agent ommuniationlanguage is used to establish agent identity, referene and|in general|model the ommuniation protools. The ontent language is used fortransporting the mathematial ontent.In this paper, we re�ne the ommuniation protool proposed forMath-Web based on the experienes gained sine [13℄. The problem with thatproposal was that pure OpenMath [8℄ is too weak as a ontent language,sine it is geared towards the representation of mathematial objets, whih1We will for the purposes of this paper subsume all of the implementations by theterm MathWeb, sine the ommuniation protools presented in this paper will makethe onstrutions of bridges between the partiular implementation simple, so that theombined systems appear to the outside as one homogenous web. There is a joint e�ortunderway to do just that at http://www.mathweb.org



3is suÆient for ontent ommuniation among symboli/numeri omputa-tion servies, but not for reasoning servies. In [22℄ the seond author haspresented an extension OMDo (OpenMath Douments) of OpenMath byprimitives for doument struture, theory management, and proofs, arriv-ing at a (strutured) spei�ation language for symbols, de�nitions, theo-rems, theories, et. whih make up the ontent reasoning servies need toommuniate about. Yet, this is still not suÆient to speify the interationof mathematial servies on MathWeb; this is where the Kqml kiks in.In fat, Kqml was developed exatly for the purpose of agent interation,assuming that the ontent layer has already been spei�ed.However, in order to build a protool based on something as generalas the Kqml we need a way to speify the state and the strategies ofthe mathematial servies themselves. This is exatly what the OMRSframework has been developed for: to supply a spei�ation framework formathematial software systems. In OMRS, a mathematial software sys-tem is strutured in three layers: the logi layer (speifying the dedutivemahinery), the ontrol layer (speifying the strategies for ontrolling in-ferene), and the interation layer (speifying the interation apabilitiesof the mathematial software system with others and with humans).2 Themain laim of this paper is that the interation level of a ommuniationprotool for mathematial servies an be relatively generi (hene KqmlsuÆes), as long as the ontology of the omputational behavior and inter-nal state of the mathematial servies is suÆiently expressive and onise(whih we have in OMRS).The plan of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2, we briey reviewKqml and present a simple ontology for reasoning servies in MathWeb(Setion 2.1). In Setion 3, we hint the main onepts of the OMRSframework. Then, in Setion 4, we put together Kqml and OMRS tovalidate our laim on a signi�ant example. In Setion 5 we disuss amigration path for the existing MathWeb software bus implementationstowards a joint arhiteture based on the protool presented in this paper.Finally, in Setion 6, we draw some onlusions.2 The Kqml and MathWebKqml, the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language,3 is a languageand protool for exhanging information and knowledge among software2The OMRS framework|initially oneived to speify dedution systems|has beenextended to support the spei�ation of omputer algebra systems in [6℄. For the sakeof simpliity in this paper we use the original OMRS framework.3More information an be obtained from http://www.s.umb.edu/kqml.



4 ask-if(A,B,X)Pre: want(A; know(A;Y))Post: intend(A; know(A;Y))know(B;want(A; know(A;Y))) tell(A,B,X)Pre: bel(A;X)know(A;want(B; know(B;Y)))intend(B; know(B;Y))Post: know(A;know(A; bel(A;X)))know(B; bel(A;X))Legend: Y stands for bel(B;X), bel(B;:X), or :bel(B;X).Figure 2. Semantis of Kqml performativesagents. It is both a message format and a message-handling protool andan be used as a language for an appliation program to interat with anintelligent system or for two or more intelligent systems to share knowledgein support of ooperative problem solving.Kqml fouses on an extensible set of performatives, whih de�nes thepermissible operations that agents may attempt on eah other's knowl-edge and goal stores. The performatives omprise a substrate on whihto develop higher-level models of inter-agent interation suh as ontratnets and negotiation. Following [24℄, Kqml performatives an be modeledas ations whih modify the ognitive states of the agents. The ognitivestates of the agents an be modeled by means of the prediates:� bel(A;X) asserts that X is true for agent A (where X is a state-ment about the appliation domain), or equivalently that X is in the(virtual) knowledge base of A.� know(A; Y ) asserts that Y is known to be true by A. (Here andbelow Y is a statement about the ognitive states of the agents).� want(A; Y ) asserts that A desires the state desribed by Y to our.� intend(A; Y ) asserts that A has every intention of ahieving the statedesribed by Y .Notie that while the meaning of know, want, and intend is �xed, themeaning of bel depends on the appliation. The semantis of Kqml perfor-matives is given in terms of the preonditions and postonditions desribingthe appliability onditions and the e�et of the performatives respetively.A (simpli�ed) aount of the semantis of the ask-if and tell performa-tives is given in Figure 2. (The spei�ation of the deny performative anbe obtained from that of tell by replaing every ourrene of bel(A;X)with :bel(A;X).)



5In addition, Kqml provides a basi arhiteture for knowledge sharingthrough a speial lass of agents alled ommuniation failitators whihoordinate the interations of other agents.determinedsatis�able negation-satis�ablevalid properly-sat unsatis�ableproof model ounter-modelmm ounter-proofstate For input formula F reasoning system R hasproof found a proof for Fmodel onstruted a model for Fmm onstruted models for both F and :Founter-model onstruted a model for :Founter-proof found a proof for :F .valid determined that F is valid by some methodproperly-sat determined that F is neither valid nor unsatis�ableunsatisfiable determined that F is unsatis�able (:() :F valid)satisfiable determined that F is satis�able (has a model)negation-satisfiable determined :F is satis�able (has a model)determined determined one of the aboveFigure 3. States of Mehanized Reasoning Systems2.1 Reasoning Servies in MathWebAMathWeb reasoning servie is a mehanized reasoning system that triesto determine whether a given logial formula is valid (satis�ed by all mod-els), satis�able (satis�ed by some models), or unsatis�able (not satis�edby any models). Automated theorem provers typially try to determinevalidity (theorem-hood) of a formula F 4 by �nding a proof for F , or try-ing to refute the satis�ability of its negation :F . Model generators try tofollow a dual approah, they try to onstrut a model for a formula F ; ifthey sueed, then F is shown to be satis�able, if they fail, exhausting allpossibilities, then F is unsatis�able.4This will in general be of the form A1 ^ : : : ^ An ) C, where the Ai are theassumptions (e.g. supplied by some bakground theory) and C the onlusion.



6<ahieve sender="A"reeiver="kqml-xml://mathweb.org#atp"reply-with="id1"language="OpenMath"><OMOBJ><OMA><OMS d="reasys" name="determined">F</OMA></OMOBJ></ahieve><subsribe sender="A"reeiver="kqml-xml://mathweb.org#atp"reply-with="id2"language="OpenMath"><ask-if sender="A"reeiver="kqml-xml://mathweb.org#atp"reply-with="id3"language="OpenMath"><OMOBJ><OMA><OMS d="reasys" name="valid">F</OMA></OMOBJ><OMOBJ><OMA><OMS d="reasys" name="proper-sat">F</OMA></OMOBJ><OMOBJ><OMA><OMS d="reasys" name="unsatisfiable">F</OMA></OMOBJ></ask-if></ahieve>Figure 4. Querying a reasoning System for semanti status of FIn MathWeb we use the simple general hierarhy of states of meh-anized reasoning systems to interat with the systems in Kqml, whih isshown in Figure 3. With this ontology, it is simple to ommuniate withall sorts of automated reasoning systems in Kqml. For instane, the mes-sages in Figure 4 are the normal way to request a judgment about thetheorem-hood of a formula F .Upon reeiving the �rst message, the servie atp at mathweb.org,5 willtry to determine the semanti status of the formula F by, e.g., onurrentlystarting one or several theorem provers and model generators in order toahieve the determined status. Upon reeiving the subsribe message, itresponds with an appropriate message (as if proessing the ask-ifmessage,most likely with a tell message) immediately after the status has beendetermined.Querying an automated theorem proving system for a proof is simi-lar, only employing an ask-one message using the more onrete statusesmodel, proof, ounter-model, ounter-proof, or mm. These are de�nedin a speial OpenMath ontent ditionary reasys (CD, see the refer-enes in the OpenMath symbols OMS in Figure 4), whih is available fromhttp://www.mathweb.org/omdo/d/reasys.od.5It speaks the Xml representation of Kqml desribed in this paper, as we see by thepre�x xml-kqml, so the representation of the messages is appropriate.



73 An Overview of OMRSAn OMRS spei�ation onsists of three layers: the logi layer (speifyingthe assertions manipulated by the system and the elementary dedutionsupon them), the ontrol layer (speifying the inferene strategies), and theinteration layer (speifying the interation of the system with the environ-ment). Notie that this layering allows for an additional and omplemen-tary way to struture the spei�ations w.r.t. the standard approah basedon modularity. This domain-spei� feature of the OMRS spei�ationframework is fundamental to ope with the omplexity of funtionalitiesprovided by state-of-the-art implementations.The Logi Layer. The logi layer of an OMRS spei�ation desribesthe assertions manipulated by the system and the elementary dedutionsteps the system performs upon suh assertions. For example, a resolution-based theorem prover may manipulate �rst-order lauses by resolving andfatorizing them. As another example, a linear arithmeti deider may ma-nipulate polynomial inequalities by ross-multipliations and sums. At thelogial level, the omputations arried out by the system amount to on-struting and manipulating strutures onsisting of assertions onnetedthrough elementary dedution steps (like proof trees). The key onept ofthe logi layer is that of reasoning theory. Roughly speaking, a reasoningtheory (RTh) [16℄ onsists of a set of sequents (i.e., assertions) and a set ofinferene rules over suh sequents. An RTh de�nes a set of reasoning stru-tures, i.e. graphs labeled by sequents and rules. The notion of reasoningstruture generalizes the standard onept of derivation so as to apture,e.g., provisional reasoning and sub-proof sharing.The Control Layer. Most real-world systems arry out their ontrolstrategies by making use of non-logial information, used exatly for on-trol purposes. Examples of suh ontrol information are some history abouthow an assertion was produed, the number of times a ertain inferenestep has been applied, the order in whih some assertions must be seletedfor applying some reasoning steps, et. Control information is used andmodi�ed during omputation, at the same time as logial inferenes areperformed. The ontrol layer of an OMRS spei�es how reasoning sys-tems manipulate the logi information, i.e., whih strategies are used toselet and apply the inferene steps at eah point of the omputation. Theonept of Annotated Reasoning Theories formalizes the ontrol layer: Itaounts for the simultaneous manipulation of logi and ontrol informa-tion. More preisely, an annotated reasoning theory onsists of a reasoning



8theory and an erasing mapping. The sequents of the reasoning theory asso-iated to the annotated reasoning theory are (annotated) sequents over anextended syntax whih enode both logi and ontrol information; the in-ferene rules speify how suh information is manipulated by the reasoningsystem. Finally, the erasing mapping spei�es what is the logial ontentof the annotated sequents. The interested reader is urged to see [1℄ for aomplete disussion of the ontrol layer of the OMRS framework.Both reasoning theories and annotated reasoning theories an be gluedtogether yielding omposite reasoning theories and annotated reasoningtheories respetively.The Interation Layer. The OMRS interation layer spei�es the in-teration of the reasoning system with the environment. At present onlyexploratory work has been arried out on this (see, e.g., [29, 3℄) and arigorous development of the interation layer is part of the future work.The work desribed in this paper is a �rst exploratory step towards thede�nition of the interation level in OMRS.4 Constraint Contextual Rewriting as a Case StudyWe show the appliability of our ideas by speifying a distributed versionof Constraint Contextual Rewriting (CCR, for short) [2, 4℄. We do thisby �rst providing an OMRS spei�ation of CCR (adapted from [1℄) andthen by desribing an agent-oriented arhiteture for CCR obtained byturning the deision proedure into an autonomous agent whih interatswith the simpli�er via Kqml performatives. We will show that the OMRSspei�ation plays a fundamental role in the spei�ation of the agent-oriented arhiteture.CCR extends traditional onditional rewriting by exploiting the fun-tionalities of a deision proedure as desribed in [4, 2℄. We illustrate CCRby means of a simple example. Let us onsider the problem of simplifyingthe lause a < 1_f(a) = a using the following fat as a onditional rewriterule: x > 0) f(x) = x (1)where < and > are the the standard `less-than' and `greater-than' relationsover the integers (resp.) and f is an uninterpreted funtion symbol. Thebasi step of the simpli�ation proess is to selet a literal (alled the fousliteral) from the lause and start rewriting it, while assuming the negationof the remaining literals (alled the ontext). For the lause above, letf(a) = a be the fous literal and fa 6< 1g be the ontext. Appliation of



9(1) turns the fous literal into the identity a = a, under the proviso thatthe instantiated ondition, namely a > 0, is entailed by the ontext. Thisan be established by means of a deision proedure for linear arithmetisby asking the deision proedure to hek the satis�ability of the sets ofliterals obtained by adding the negation of the ondition to the ontext,namely fa 6> 0; a 6< 1g. The simpli�ation ativity onludes that theidentity a = a is true by rewriting.4.1 An OMRS Spei�ation of CCRAn OMRS spei�ation of CCR an be given by an annotated reasoningtheory resulting from the ombination of three annotated reasoning theo-ries6 eah modeling a distint reasoning module: the top level simpli�ationloop (simp), the rewrite engine (r), and the deision proedure (s). Thefuntional dependenies between the modules are depited in Figure 5.(a).simp takes a lause (l) and returns a simpli�ed lause (l0). r performsonditional rewriting on the input literal (l) by using s as rewriting on-text and returns a rewritten literal (l0). s takes a onjuntion of literalsnj and a ontext s as input and returns a new ontext s0 obtained byextending s with the literals in nj.The annotated reasoning theory for the overall simpli�ation ativity isthe following (for details, see [1℄). The sequents have the following forms:� l !simp l0 asserts that lause l0 (modeled as a �nite set of literals)is the result of simplifying lause l,� s :: l !r l0 asserts that literal l0 is the result of rewriting l using s(also alled onstraint store) as ontext,� nj :: s!s s0, asserts that s0 is the result of extending s with theliterals in nj, s-init(s), asserts that s is the \empty" onstraintstore, s-unsat(s) asserts that s is an inonsistent (w.r.t. the theorydeided by the deision proedure) onstraint store, and� l � l0 asserts that the literal l is smaller than the literal l0 w.r.t. asimpli�ation ordering (see, e.g., [11℄ for a de�nition).Let R be a set of onditional equations of the form nj ) (s = t), wherenj is a set of literals intended onjuntively. The rules of the annotated6For the lak of spae we on�ne ourselves to speifying the ontrol layer and providean informal explanation of the logi ontent. The interested reader may onsult [1℄ forthe details.
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cs(a) (b)Figure 5. A ontrol-level spei�ation (a) and an agent-based arhiteture (b)of the ase studyreasoning theory are the following:7l [ ftrueg !simp ftrueg l-true l [ ffalseg !simp l l-falses-init(s0) l :: s0 !s s s :: l!r l0l [ flg !simp l [ fl0g l-simpRules l-true and l-false speify how to simplify a lause when trueand false are in it, respetively. Rule l-simp says that a literal l in alause l[flg an be replaed by a new literal l0 obtained by rewriting l inontext s (premise s :: l !r l0), where s is obtained by extending theempty rewriting ontext s0 (premise s-init(s0)) with the negated literalsin l (premise l :: s0 !s s).flg :: s!s s0 s-unsat(s0)s :: l !r true xt-ents :: nj� !r ; l[t�℄u � l[s�℄us :: l[s�℄u !r l[t�℄u rewfor eah onditional rewrite rule nj ) (s = t) in R. s :: nj !r ;abbreviates s :: l !r true, for all l 2 nj and s[l�℄u denotes the expres-sion obtained from s by replaing the sub-expression at position u withl�. Rule xt-ent asserts that a literal l an be rewritten to true in therewrite ontext s if the result of extending s with the negation of l yields7If l is an atomi formula, then l stands for :l; if l is a negated atom of the form :m,then l abbreviates m. If l is a set of literals, then l abbreviates fl j l 2 lg.



11reset(A,B)Pre:Post: bel(B; ) i�  2 s0 where s0 is s.t. s-init(s0)Figure 6. Semantis of the reset performativean inonsistent rewrite ontext (premise s-unsat(s0)). Finally, rule rewsays that the sub-expression s� at position u in the expression l an berewritten to t� in the rewriting ontext s if nj ) (s = t) 2 R, � is aground substitution s.t. the literal l[t�℄u is �-smaller than l[s�℄u (premisel[t�℄u � l[s�℄u), and the instantiated onditions nj� are entailed by therewriting ontext s (premise s :: nj� !r ;).4.2 An Agent-Oriented Arhiteture for CCRAs depited in the shema of Figure 5.(b), the agent-oriented arhiteturefor CCR onsists of two agents whih interat by exhanging Kqml mes-sages. The agent on the left of Figure 5.(b) enapsulates the top levelsimpli�ation loop (simp) and the rewriter (r) whereas the agent on theright enapsulates the deision proedure (s).8The protool onsists of the repeated appliation of the following pat-tern of interation. Whenever simp tries to apply rule l-simp it initiatesthe interation with s by issuing on the hannel a message ontaining thereset performative. (The semantis of the reset performative is givenin Figure 6.) This has the e�et of initializing the onstraint store of s(f. preondition s-init(s0) in l-simp). Next, simp sends s the set ofliterals ourring in the ontext via the message tell(l)9 (f. preonditionl :: s0 !s s in l-simp) and �nally it asks r to rewrite the fous lit-eral (f. preondition s :: l !r l0). r rewrites the input literal using theavailable rewrite rules and in doing this it may ask s to determine whetherthe urrent fous literal is entailed by the ontext via the message ask(l).In reply to this request s sends bak a message of the form tell(l) or ofthe form deny(l). (Notie that r may query s also when it is trying toestablish the onditions of a onditional rewrite rule.)In order to omplete the desription we must speify how the bel pred-iate is interpreted by the agents. Firstly we require that the deision8For simpliity, we onsider only two agents sine we are interested in the interplaybetween the `simpli�ation' ativity (namely lause simpli�ation and rewriting) with thelogial servies provided by the deision proedure. However, the proposed methodologyan easily be adapted to speify agent arhitetures with three or more agents.9We omit the �rst two arguments of the performatives (namely the `sender' and the`reipient') whenever their identity an be inferred from the ontext.



12proedure trusts the simpli�er. This is formalized by the following axiom:8:(bel(simp; )) bel(s; ))This fat allows the deision proedure to extend its own knowledge baseusing the information issued by the simpli�er via the tell performatives.Seondly we must speify the inferene apability of the deision proedure.This is done by means of the following axiom:8p:8s:8s0:((bel(s; p) ^ bel(s; s) ^ bel(s; p :: s!s s0))) bel(s; s0))where bel(s; s) abbreviates Vfbel(s; ) :  2 sg and bel(s; p :: s !ss0)) states the provability of the sequent p :: s !s s0 in the annotatedreasoning theory of Setion 4.1.5 Implementation and InterfaesHow an the ideas presented in this paper help with the implementationand management of MathWeb? A general interation protool basedon Internet standards transforms losed arhitetures like the MathWeb-SB [14℄ and the Logi Broker Arhiteture [5℄ systems into an openMathWeb arhiteture. Currently, the former uses the distributed pro-gramming features provided by the mOZart programming language [27℄for ommuniation, while the latter takes advantage of the ommuniationfuntionality provided by Corba [9℄. As a onsequene, mathematialservies either have to be embedded into a mOZart agent wrapper, orhave to implement a Corba interfae, or have to do both, if they want toommuniate with servies that are not present on both arhitetures.In order to ahieve a joint system that reuses muh of the urrent fun-tionality in a Kqml-based arhiteture, it is suÆient to augment eah ofthe systems above by an agent that does the Kqml-ommuniation andserves as a bridge. This agent is a Kqml failitator agent that listens to agiven network port (by default theOpenMath port 1473) and relaysKqmlmessages to the other agents in its arhiteture (by mOZart or Corbaommuniation). This allows to reuse the existing implementations andinternal ommuniation among agents as well as providing a standardizedinterfae to the Internet.Note that this also allows other implementations than the ones listedabove to partiipate inMathWeb as long as they implement the same out-ward appearane (e.g.Kqml, OMRS, andOMDo). To simplifyKqmlmes-sage passing, we will for the moment identify agent names with transport



13addresses, sine agent mobility seems not to be a problem in MathWeb.Agent names in MathWeb are quadruples of the formhmethodi : ==hmahinei:hporti#hagentithat resemble URLs. For example the name of the broker agent would bekqml-xml://mathweb.org:1473#broker.Sine OMDo and OpenMath use an Xml representation for mathe-matial objets, a �rst step for using Kqml in MathWeb is to supply anXml enoding of Kqml. We have set up an Xml doument type de�nitionfor Kqml (see http://www.mathweb.org/omdo/dtd/kqml.dtd) based onthe 1997 Kqml proposal by Finin and Labrou [25℄. Finally, MathWeb-SB supports the ommonly-used presentation-layer (see Figure 1) trans-port protools xml-rp, http:get/put, and sokets that an be used forkqml-xml message passing.6 ConlusionWe have laid down the �rst ideas for implementing a ommuniation pro-tool for reasoning servies using Kqml and OMRS. The former providesthe high-level performative- and message-layers, while the latter gives thespei�ation infrastruture for determining (and for the agents to reasonabout) the meaning of interations of reasoning servies. Together withOMDo [23℄ as a ontent language, this gives a suitable basis for ommuni-ation of mathematial servies in MathWeb [26℄.The motivation for this paper and the general approah taken omesfrom our experiene with the MathWeb-SB [14℄ and the Logi BrokerArhiteture [5℄ systems, and the pereived need for a standardizedinteration layer. Both systems have a largely ad-ho set of interationprimitives, following the needs of the growing systems. Coneptually it islear, that all of these primitives an be mapped into Kqml, if we providespei�ation shemata for the internal states of reasoning systems, whihwe have started in this paper. The next step will be to implement theommuniation by kqml-xml. We have already implemented a kqml-xmlinterfae for MathWeb. So it only remains to develop a kqml-xml-awarebroker servie and a Kqml-xml/Corba bridge.For other MathWeb servies, suh as mathematial knowledge bases(e.g. the MBase system [21℄) or symboli omputation systems, a orre-sponding ontology must still be developed, in order to aess them viaKqml. For the former, the problem will be relatively simple as the Kqmlviews agents a virtual knowledge bases anyway, for the latter, a suitablevariant of OMRS has been presented in [17℄.
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